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On this occasion you are conferring on me a double honour .
u are making me a .member'of this famous University . You are als o

~'ving me the opportunity of addressing your graduating class, and I
c nsider this a mark of confidence equally important to the degre e

4 ich I now bear . Both these honours carry also their responsibilities .
-nceforth, I shall have to act in the decorous and judicious manner
tat you expect of your graduates, and uphold the traditions of learn-
:,which you cherish . I promise that I will take this responsibilit y

s riously . I make only this qualification, that you will not expéc t
M to let it inhibit me too much in the course of the election campaign

ch I am now conducting in Canada . After rune 27 I may become the
cmplete scholar, but please do not expect perfection before that date .

I have the more immediate obligation of saying something
rthy of this distinguished company, and particularly, of my fellow

~aduates . Because I also take this responsibility seriously, I
itend to depart from the usual precedents set by generations of con-
;cation speakers . I shall not attempt to set forth a philosophy of
e ucation, nor talk about the role of the university in the life o f
t e nation . I shall not dwell upon the rich promise ti•rhich the future
~lds in store for you -- nor, for that matter, shall I even discuss
~ own future, though that is now a matter of almost daily communica-
t on betvreen myself and the electors of a certain constituency i n
C nada . I intend instead to talk to you about one aspect of ivorld
°fairs, as I see it from the position which I occupy in my country .
I the divided vrorld in which we find ourselves, what are th e
î ssibilities of success in our efforts to develop an international
O ganization for the maintenance of peace

? ~ Let me tegin however by reaffirming my belief in th e
c eative role which the scholar plays in human affairs . It is, I
L ppose, altivays a question to ti•rhat extent political theory precedes
~ ther than follows the growth of political institutions . One must
' it also that the creations of the scholar are not necessarilÿ good .
î ere have been moménts in history when large sections of mankin d
~ve been led astray by the dishonest or mistaken theories of their
itellectual leaders . There is, for example, the infamous record of
} d and dishonest scholarship in Germany . A small group of perverted
=t persuasive scholars had an extraordinary influence upon the Gerna n
ople, leading them to believe in false doctrines of racial

~periority and national destiny, and thereby encouraging them t o
1 llow their political leaders over the most catastrophic precipice
°3t a nation has ever encountered . Vie see evidences of comparable
r rversion under communist dictatorship . The cultural purges, th e
: litical attacks upon artists, scientists and scholars, the pathetic
~ectacle of intellectual leaders forced to prostrate theraselves
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cause of some ignorant conception of the interest" of the coimnunist
,ate -- these .are all too familiar in our time . These lessons in
story show that at the root of every human endeavour lies th e
oice between good and .evil . They serve to remind us also of the
portance of maintaining at any cost and throughout all emergencies
le essential freedom of our scholars and of our institutions o f
- holarship . Given this freedom, the academic community itself
~rrects the errors which any of its members may commit . Again and
air' in history one finds the seeds of new forms of politica l

~ganization nurtured in the universities, spread abroad by the
;holars through their teaching and through their writing, takin g
ot in the minds of ordinary people, and in'this way, growing until

t ey change the whole landscape of human affairs .

The experiment in international organization which is now
~ing made in the United Nations is an organism of this nature . It
~isted in men's minds lonbefore it was ever reduced to paper or
-de the subject of international negotiation . It grew out of the
~nviction that there is no problem in human affairs so great that,
-ven the opportunity, hunan ingenuity eannot solve . It found
~ pression in one of the most pérsistent and popular objectives of the
;r -- to renew the effort to maintain peacè through internationa l
~ ôanization .

The nature of this conception in our own time has been
iflueneed by the character of the last.war, which in some slight
~gree at least, touched every corner of the world . In more fortunate
~ untries such as yours and mine, of course, we did not experienc e
t e miseries of bombing or occupation . But in one way or another the
-, r made its impact, great 'or small, on the life of almost every
:innnunity . The peaceful tribesmen of the South Pacific, the Eskimos
t the air routes of the Far North, peasants in the fields of a dozen
untries, found the war' on their door step . Everywhere, on a scale
precedented in human history, people found the course of their'

Ives changed -- often horribly distorted -- by the gradual'spread of
:e conflict .

The senseless, irrational, incalculable effect of the war
people whose lives were remote from its origin has been written a
usand times into the records of our age . It is graphically-
ustrated by one story from my orrn country, of two men, talking a

3ange language, who,turned up in,a prisoner of war camp in Canada .:.1their record was gradually unfolded, .it was found that they were
besmen from Tibet who, on an innocent expedition, had come dow n
of the mountains into territory controlled by the Soviet Union .

- y had been conscripted into the Soviet army and had been sent to
'iht against the German armies . They had been captured by the
~ ans and then 'sent to forced service with the German armies o n
_2 Italian front . There they had again been captured, this time by
' Canadians. By this means they turned up amongst'a group of German
soners of war . in a prison camp in Canada . The brief and innocen t

~ neywhich they had originally undertaken finally led them around
" world, for they were sent home aeross the Pacific Ocean . For
'ee years"these poor bewildered Tibetan peasants had been tossed
ut on the surface of the war like chips in an angry sea .

Because the war had been waged universally and totally ,
Pie demanded also that peace should be established upon a universal

~ total basis . This popular conception was caught up in the phrase
_- sYmbolized in the travels of a famous American -- "One World" ._ : Possibility of giving reality to this conception was enforced by
~ enormous and impressive example of international co-operatio n
~ ch had brought about the victory . i7hat men could do in the tivay of
`~ernational organization during the chaos and confusion of war should
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-Lely be possible in the less difficult and dangerous conditions of

ace . The hope was'genuine and pervasive
. It inspired everyone ,

~rtainly in ' the western world, who had anything to do with the

~oblens of` international, organization . I know of no more compelling
:d indeed poignant expression of the confidence which illuminate d
r efforts for peace in those days than a passage from Robert Sherwood's

- cent book, "Roosevelt and Hopkins" . , It is to be found on page 87 0

-d it is an account by Sherwood of a remark which Hopkins made .

ncerning the Yalta Conference . Hopkins words are :

"We really believed in our hearts that this was the 'dawn
of the new day we had all been praying for and talking about
for so many years . . i7e were absolutely certain .that we had .

won the first great victory of the, peace -- and, by 'we', I

mean all of us, the whole civilized human race . The Russians
had proved that they could be reasonable and far-seeing and
there wasn't any doubt in the minds of the President or any
of us that we'could live with them and get along with them
peacefully for as far into the future as any of us could
imagine . "

Perhaps if we had remembered our history better we i^tould have
_ ven less easy rein to . our hopes . tiYars, after all, often create

- re problems than :they solve, particularly when the emergencies are
great that men act in desperation to save their very lives, having

1 ttle time for long term calculations . 17e had set ourselves the
;cessary task of destroying the military power of two of the world's
- eat nations, Germany and Japan ._ There was neither much nor great

~ sire in the press of securing our own salvation to consider the .

~ rtex in world affairs . that would be created by the vacuums left b y

t e obliteration of these two powers . Nor could we in those strenuous
~ys reflect upon the persistent way in which ancient ambitions and

-valries are maintained even in periods of national emergency and

;saster . We should perhaps have recalled the fact that for thre e
nturies the expanding power of the political organization tha t

~ iginated in 2:foscow has been pressing westward in Europe . We . should
_ve remembered that eariier in history Russian armies had been i n
- rlin and even Paris, and that the presence .of Russian armies nojv upon
t e Elbe is an expression of similar forces in Russian policy . Now ,

_ ;vever, something worse and more sinister has,been added . As a

: suit of our historical studies we should also have shown greater '
~ncern about the smashing destructive force of a great revolutionary

i ea when it falls into the hands of political leaders who are determined
t use it in the national interests of one state and of their ovin
rthless and totalitarian rule . In any event, we must now admi t
t at in our plans for post-war international organization, we set our
~ghts too high for immediate achievement : The objective of universal
~llective security which was written into the Charter of the Unite d
' tions did not correspond, we know now, to the realities of the
_litical situation that quickly emerged from the turbulence of the
ï st-ti•rar period .

In these circumstances, we are under an obligation to-
: asses the cor.aaitment which we have made in establishing and joining
~e United Nations . I cannot think of a better environment or a better
~casion in which to attempt such a re-evaluation . I hope that i n
' ing so I may help to set up a kind of chain reaction which will
~ve the effect of making available for people like me in public office
` e advantage of the considered judgment of this and other acadeni c
~ D11unities .

In making this reassessment the first question we must ask
= whether it was a mistake to establish the United Nations as a
iversal organization, and equally a mistake to try to maintain i t

~ a universal basis . Or to put the question in another way, should



o:v frankly admit that we cannot make an international organizatio n
g in which the U:S.S.H.as it is at present constituted and directed ,
a nember . Should we either attempt to reorganize the United Nations

:bout tine nussians or seex some oLner rorm or organization whic h
y ludes them? My own answer, to this question is most definitely tha t
should maintain at .all costs the universal character of the

--aanization, recognizing the limitations of a universal organization
a divided world. rie are now fully aware of the difficulties and

j security . The alternative would take us back to the positio n

'bd
in the absence of the United States and -- for most of the

: this reason, I feel w e are cômmitted to carrying out and carry on

t~n for small resûlts .

ibitions which the organization encounters because the,[t,&.S.4• has
ectives different from ours, and because they have methods of
ration with which we are not familiar and which at times tempt u s
despair . In spite of these handicaps, however, I am myself satisfie d
twe must persevere in the experiment, because an international
anization like the United Nations represents the application of th e

rnciple which all nations must recognize as valid in international
iairs, that no nation can '_ive in peaee and attain its own nationa l
:urity save in collective action to maintain international peac e

~ch ezisted before 1939 . During those earlier years an attempt
~ made to establish an :.iiternational organization which did not
,lude all the great centres of material strength and military powe r
~ the world . SYe found that it was no use trying to make important

o-- of the I~.S.S:R. Decisions which depend on the co-operation o r
east the acquiescence,of all the great powers, if they are taken
n organization in which those powers are not all present, wil l

_=Eritably be unreal and impractical . It is better therefore to do
'-~tever is possible within the limits .of thé existing organization .

egperiment, however much it may cost in time and effort and
ence -- and in the weariness that comes from long negotiation ,

Perhaps j^re are now in a better position to persevere with

es which signed it . I am glad to say that Canada has already
i: fied it, the first amon;st the signatories to do so . In thi s

experiment because we have, during recent months, frankly admitted
the United Nations does not, in present circumstances, fulfil its
ry purpose -- that is to guarantee the security of its members .

v~only have we admitted this fact, but we have set about providin g
! nst the present deficiencies of the United Nations . S7e have done

through the North Atlantic Treaty, which was recently signed i n
= ington and which is now in the course of being ratified by the

we have, I think, given to the nations of the .western world the
s by which they can gain that kind of safety which comes from a
ing of resources amongst like-minded people . We have also given
eater measure of stability to the international scene . The events
h are now taki.r place in Germany are, I am confident, a direc t
lt of the dett.rmination which the Western Powers have shown to

~lntain with firmness their essential interests, and are an evidenc e
`his new stability .

Because we have now admitted the existence of a divided
=}d, it is a good deal easier for us to devise practical means of
~ ng to terms with it . One of the first results of this admissio n
hat we have realized that the division may not be as easy t o

=~tain as the Soviet Union which forced it upon us seemed to think .
-=e is an imperative quality about the conception of one worl d

h in the long run will mako it prevaiL We are operating on th e
~ption that we can bring about that unity by agreement and without
jor conflict . This :vill obviotisly not be accomplished as easil y
s quickly as j•re had hoped in 1945 and 1946 . One encouraging sign ,ver, is the mounting evidence that the iron curtain casts it s

'=}est shadow on those who built it and put it in place . The economics
of Europe alone are demonstrating how desperate and unnatural a
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;~~ture it is to attempt to divide the world into two watertight

We are beginning to realize, also, that this division i s

partnents .

so formidable as it seems . One of the greatest successes of

G .~.

~. :. .

triet propaganda since the war has been to spread abroad the idea

nk that there are the Russians and their satellites on the one

t the world is divided into two parts of relatively equal strengt h
power, and integrity . Far too many people have been willing t o

;ÿ e, and all the rest of us on the other, and that these two opposin g
~-itical forces were approximately equal in moral and politica l

ength . If we assess the real strength of these two parts of th e
id, we cannot help coming to the conclusion that this assumption is

o : .y of physical resources but of training, experience, technical skill ,

te fantastic, tille can make one computation on a purely physica l
.~ is and come to that result . Better still, however, we can tak e
_:o account the total strength of our two comrnunities, in terms no t

i : enuity, the ability of the public to understand and support th e
~ icies of their governrlents, the freedom of scholars to push out new

ntiers of kno1vledge -- all the incalculable elements which go
l~ ether to make up the physical force and moral strength of any

,

unity .

If, as a result of these observations, we reaffirm ou r
ief in the integrity of the experiment of the United Nations as we

a, ginally conceived it, we must ask ourselves an additional question .
:s the United Nations also a useful and practical instrument to u s

, in immediate circumstances, for the prevention or settlement of
i,ernational disputes ?

Again I think the anawer is positive, provided we understand
ai arly the limits within which it is possible for the organization
~a operate . During the past three years it has been demonstrated that
t_re are certain types of situation in which the United Nations can
:;Lrate with great effect . Techniques and procedures have also been
~ked out which enable the United Nations, through the exercise o f

influence, to perform certain important tasks of maintaining peace
ch have been assigned to it, even though at present it lacks th e

~~ . er to impose its decisions .

~ The capabilities which the United Nations possesses have,
~a instance, already been demonstrated in the circumstances whic h
~a e arisen in Palestine, Indonesia and Kashmir . In all three places,
si uations have developed which could not be handled by any single
-t te without the threat of a major conflict . In all three cases,
-: appeal has been made to the United Nations . In all three cases,
_ther it .wished to do so or not, the United Nations could not avoid
-a epting the resoonsibility which was given it, and doing its best
:2 assist in working out a peaceful settlement .

The "best" which the United Nations has been able to do
perhaps not been very d ramatic or spectacular . In all three

:' as, however, a major conflict has been avoided . Procedures for _
~ peaceful settlement of these bitter and dangerous disputes hav e
n undertaken under United Nations auspices, and the chance of their

~2 cess is good . Direct intervention on a large scale by any power- :side the area has been prevented . The record is encouraging ,
it gives us reason to believe that by adapting the methods which

~ United Nations uses to the strength which it possesses, we ma y
= very useful results .

course
lo Panot lestine n or t Indonesia detaile

d
eQents Kashmir~ although I thinkI

n t the case history of any one of these situations would make a
== arding study for your students of political science and international



fairs . I wish, however, to mention certain general principles whic h

think have emerged as a result or events in these three areas ,
~ey are principles which may guide us in determining the way in whic h
e United Nations can Punction in existing circumstances .

In the first .place, .it' has been demonstrated by experience-

- decisions can and will bè put into effect . 6 national government

Ç which, within its own borders at least, it can make sure that it s

~at no âgency of the United Nations should embark upon a course of
~ tion unless there 'is a reasonable chance that its reconunendation s

~n make decisions, knowing that it has instruments at its command -

11 is observed . Eten a national government, however ; has to

certain also that this support will be given such practical ex-

ciculate whether there is likely to be a sufficient degree o2' support
~ongst its people to ensure the success' of its policies, and it mus t

t at its decisions will be accepted by the parties concerned .

a d many adjustments have had to be made in that recoffiendation . The
:neral principles of the settlement, however, are those which the
.t sembly recommended . The process of adjustment was unfortunatel y

o eated . There have been frequent demands that the Security Council
o'ould intervene with force, and that it should suppress the fighting .
ere might have been a good deal to recommend such a course of action

was going to impose its zJill . The effect of this question -- an d

ession as the payment of taxes, the observance of regulations, o r
~e performance of services on the part of individuals . The same
cnsiderations apply in the case of the United Nations . It is ,

tivever, much more difPicult for the United Nations to make the
_cessary calculations either o2' its own strength or of the possibilit y

There are a number of examples that I could give of thi s
inci. pie, but I refer to only one of them --- the action of the

~curity Council in relation to Palestine . The resolution of th e
~neral rlssembly in 1947 in regard to Palestine made certain
i comrmendations for the future of that area, and in general terms it
~ve the Security Council responsibility for supervising the proces s
~ which a settlement was reached . The present position in Palestine
es not correspond in detail to the General AsseIIbly resolution ,

_ terrupted by sharp and intermittent 'bursts of warfare, and the
~curity Council has been called upon to deal with the problem thu s

it could have been carried out firmly and quickly . The question
d to be asked, however, what force was going to be used, and how

eCanadian delegation on the Security Council has been one of thos e
ch most frequently asked it -- has been to force the Securit y
ncil to formulate its decisions within the limits of what it could
omplish . In general, therefore, it has simply called upon the
ties to stop fighting, without prejudice to the final settle-
t, and then offered them the means by which they can work out that

=1ttlement by negotiation rather than by conflict, with the United
~.3jtions using its influence as a third party to moderate the dispute .

The second principle which has emerged in connection with
events to which I have referred is that, to the greatest extent

:c?sible, responsibility for the solution of a political problem
uld be left primarily with the people who are immediatel y
ected by it . It is sometimes tempting to think that an inter-
ional organization should simply move in on an area, suppress
turbances, and deeide upon the terms of a settlement . This is
emptation to which the United Nations could not in present
cunstances very well succumb . The effect of `adopting such u
~se would be greatly to reduce the extent to which the result s
ieved corresponded to the realities of the situation . Let us
e Kashnir as an example . The major question is who shall contro l
s territory, and it is complicated by the problem of fighting whic h
already taken place, and the constant menace of communal svarfare .
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~~ .

~ .

.~nain question is now to be decided by a plebiscite conducted under
; e supervision of the United Nations, tivhich has been able to secur e
~e services for this purpose of a famous and distinguished American ---
_ Admiral Nimitz . In making these arrangements, however, the United
tions have been careful to leave it to the people of Kashmir and to

. e Governznents of India and Pakistan to arrange the actual settlement .
1 is these people -- the interested parties -- who must see to it

I .at the plebiscite is conducted in an honest and orderly manner .
- is they who are responsible for keeping the peace while the settle-
_nt is being worked out . It is they who must arrange for the admini-
.ration.of the territory until a settlement has been reached . The

ited"Nations can help them -- and I am sure that under the direction
~ Admiral Nimitz this help tivill be prompt and efficient -- but the
_'ccess of the experiment rests primarily with them .

e ~.

A third general principle which I think we may discern in the
ents which I have mentioned is that the United Nations is on strong

- ounds when it begins its efforts to deal with a situation or dispute
I insisting that disorders shall cease . In Palestine, in Kashmir
dd in Indonesia there has been fighting -- too much fighting . The
:bers of the Security Council have always said to themselves and
. the parties that the first thing is to get the fighting stopped .
:ey have insisted on getting it stopped without too much arguing
~ ut who started it or about the merits of the strategic position at

particular moment. They have also insisted that it should be
:±pped without prejudiee to the political settlement which migh t
ally be reaehed. I do not think that any member of the Securit y

:o Cil has blinded himself to the faet that the nature of the settle-
t has sometimes been affected by the fighting, but they have done

:ir best to reduce that effect as much as possible .

Once a cease-fire order has been issued, the United Nations
~ then offered a variety of services to maintain the truce whic h
_~ been established . The record of the various truce commissions is,
= hink, one of the most impressive examples of the work of th e
_-ted Nations . It is made even more impressive by the fact that the
~^ted Nations has been able to command the loyal and devoted service
.'a group of courageous men, drawn from many nations but moved by a
_ :,on ideal, who have risked their lives, and in some cases ive n
_ ir lives, in carrying out the missions rrhich were assigned to them .
=:-y have gone unarmed and without military support into areas where
vy fighting had taken place in order to report on the way in whic h

:°ce"provisions were being ob3erved . They have brought together
puting parties under difficult cir•cumstances and made it possible

-~ them to negotiate with one another . They have gone back and
=c th across the lines between the contending forces carrying out the
k of negotiation in the most dangerous possible circumstances .

-~ these men, and to the techniques which they have applied, we owe
= fact that warfare in three dangerous areas of the vrorld has been
ltained and stopped rather than been permitted to take on
- gerous proportions . The fact that it has been possible to work

these techniques, to find men who will apply them and to put them
_cessfully into operation is an encouraging proof of the practical

=; ourees of the United Nations .

The conclusion we must reach from this kind of re-assessment
= the United Nations is that the organization, though it may hav e- . tle power, has growing influence . No one would pretend that the
~ ted Nations can in present circumstances stop a big power that is
=ermined to go to war -- or even a truculent small one that is sure
'the support of a big neighbour . But it is constantly exerting its
--luence on world affairs, sometimes in purely administrative matters ,
e the control of narcotics, sometimes on idealistic subjects o f

_ g range rather than immediate importance, like human rights, some-
-- es in political matters of great and urgent importance, like the
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~ ure of Italian Colonies . Because of this influence -- and its
-yèr for good or bad -- we must now estimate carefully' what w e
luld ask the United Nations to do -- and use it so that, even with its
Lited resources, it can serve the high .purpose for which it wa s
Lnded .

From what I have said yQu can judge that I do not think that
~ United Nations is a perfect organization or cannot be improved .
I do believe that the important work which the United Nations is
ng even now should be recognized and encouraged . The success of
United Nations depends upon the voluntary co-operation of th e

::ions and upon the effective support through informed public opinion
the peoples of the world . If I have done anything today to con-

- ;bute to your understanding af the United Nations and your interest
;~it, I shall consider that I have in some measure warranted the con-
:ience in me you have shown by conferring on . me an honorary degree .

--------------


